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Strain partition of Si ÕSiGe and SiO 2 ÕSiGe on compliant substrates
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Strain partitioning of crystalline Si and amorphous SiO2 deposited on crystalline SiGe on a
compliant viscous borophosphorosilicate~BPSG! glass has been observed. Pseudomorphic epitaxial
Si was deposited on SiGe films, which were fabricated on BPSG by wafer bonding and the
Smart-cut® process. The strains in SiGe and Si films were found to change identically during a
high-temperature anneal which softened the BPSG film, indicating a coherent interface between
SiGe and Si films and precluding slippage or the formation of misfit dislocations along the interface.
The stress balance between the layers dictated the final state, which confirmed that BPSG was a
perfectly compliant substrate and did not exert any force on the layers above it. Similar results were
found for amorphous SiO2 deposited on SiGe on BPSG and then annealed. This shows that the
viscous BPSG is an effective compliant substrate for the strain engineering of elastic films without
the introduction of dislocations. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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The integration of lattice-mismatched materials has m
tivated the development of compliant substrates.1 The ideal
compliant substrate structure allows a crystalline thin fi
above to expand or shrink, thus reducing the strain energ
the system, without the formation of defects such as dislo
tions. This provides a template for subsequent epitaxy w
an in-plane lattice constant different than that of the origi
substrate. A variety of methods have been utilized to rea
compliant substrates, with most of them trying to form a th
template layer that decouples the thick substrates from
epitaxial layers grown later.2–10 In practice, pseudomorphi
strained layers are often grown on top of these templates,
the whole structure is then annealed to further adjust
lattice constant. Ideally, this relaxation step is accomplis
without dislocations~e.g., at the interface between the tem
plate and the top layer! so that all layers remain coherent,
has been commonly assumed in many compliant subs
studies.1,11–14 However, in the case where such a structu
has been examined in detail, coherence was not observ15

leading to uncertainty about the nature of the complia
mechanism. In this letter, we clearly show a coherent rela
of bilayers on a compliant substrate of a thin borophosp
rosilicate~BPSG! film. This work shows that dislocations ar
not inherently included in the relaxation of layers on the
compliant BPSG films.

Consider two layers on top of a compliant substrate~Fig.
1!. When the strain energy is minimized by the coher
displacement of the top two layers and the compliant s
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strate @Fig. 1~a!#, the introduction of dislocations or othe
kinds of defects is not required. The original strain is pa
tioned between layers. When the strain energy in the sys
is reduced by dislocation formation@Fig. 1~b!#, there are no
longer coherent interfaces between layers. The complia
however, manifests itself by modifying dislocatio
dynamics.16 The fact that dislocations render interfaces inc
herent between layers suggests that strain partitioning in
ers on a compliant substrate is a key test on the mechan
of compliancy. Without clear evidence of strain partitionin
it has been suspected that some approaches of compliant
strates in III–V materials actually take advantage of t
change in dislocation dynamics.15,17

The recent application of viscous BPSG as a compli
substrate has yielded high-quality fully relaxed Si0.7Ge0.3

films.18,19 A 30 nm Si0.7Ge0.3 film commensurately strained
to bulk Si~100! is transferred to a 200 nm BPSG film~a
viscosity of 1.231010 N s/m at 800 °C! on a Si wafer by a
wafer bonding, Smart-cut® and etch-back process, and t
patterned to islands. When the anneal temperature is elev
to 800 °C, the BPSG film softens and the as-bonded, c
pressively strained SiGe film starts to relax by macrosco
expansion. Transmission electron microscopy examina
has indicated that the dislocation density is low and, the
fore, suggested that the underlying relaxation mechanism
indeed the expansion of SiGe layers on viscous BP
films.19

Epitaxial Si, Si0.7Ge0.3 and amorphous SiO2 are the elas-
tic films studied in the strain partition tests. The highest a
neal temperature used is 850 °C, well below the glass tra
tion point of SiO2 .20 Therefore, it is safe to treat all films a
3 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of compli
ance mechanisms.~a! Strain energy is
minimized by lateral displacement o
the elastic layers and the complian
substrate. Coherent interfaces betwe
them are retained.~b! Strain energy is
reduced by the formation of disloca
tions, which render the interfaces inco
herent.~Dislocations are only relevan
at the lower interface for crystalline
compliant substrate.!
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elastic ones in this study. These films are patterned
square islands of various sizes by reactive ion etching
allow for lateral macroscopic expansion. Micro-Raman sp
troscopy was used to locally measure the strain in Si0.7Ge0.3

and Si films.19

In this letter, the coherent relaxation of different samp
of four structure types on BPSG is observed. In the fi
experiment, a compressively strained Si0.7Ge0.3 ~30 nm,
strain «0521.2%) on relaxed Si~25 nm! was first trans-
ferred to BPSG and patterned into 30mm islands~Fig. 2
inset!. Upon annealing at 800 °C in nitrogen to reduce t
viscosity of BPSG and thus remove the mechanical c
straint from the substrate, the compressively strained S
layer expands to lessen the strain and the Si layer is stret
to become tensile~Fig. 2!. The fact that the same increase
strain ~;0.6%! is seen in both layers clearly implies an a
sence of slippage or misfit dislocations between the Si
SiGe layers. Further, one can predict the final strains of
annealed samples by the stress balance between the lay

sSiGehSiGe1sSihSi50, ~1!

where s represents film stress under equal biaxial stres
(s115s225s) and h refers to the thickness of the film
Along with the assumption of a coherent interface betwe
the Si and SiGe layers, Eq.~1! predicts:

«SiGe5«0

~12nSiGe!ESihSi

~12nSi!ESiGehSiGe1~12nSiGe!ESihSi
, ~2!

«Si52«0

~12nSi!ESiGehSiGe

~12nSi!ESiGehSiGe1~12nSiGe!ESihSi
. ~3!

FIG. 2. Coherent strain evolution of Si and Si0.7Ge0.3 films as they reach
stress equilibrium during an anneal at 800 °C. The strains are measur
the center of a 30mm330mm island. The final equilibrium state agree
with the predicted stress balance between Si and Si0.7Ge0.3 films, depicted by
the dotted lines.
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E andn refer to the Young’s Modulus and Possion’s ratio
the film, respectively, whose values are listed in Table I. T
good agreement of the observed final strains with the pre
tions by stress balance is further evidence of the relaxa
by compliant BPSG without dislocations.

A second experiment was performed to verify that t
stress balance between the layers governs the mecha
equilibrium. Epitaxial unstrained Si of various thickness
was grown at 700 °C by rapid thermal chemical vapor de
sition ~RT-CVD! on a compressively strained 30 n
Si0.7Ge0.3 layer on BPSG before relaxation~Fig. 3 inset!.
This structure was patterned to 30mm square islands and
then annealed in nitrogen at 800 °C long enough to re
mechanical equilibrium~1 to 3 h!. Figure 3 shows the fina
equilibrium strains in the two layers as a function of the t
Si thickness, both experimentally measured and also
dicted by stress balance@Eqs. ~2! and ~3!#. Again, excellent
agreement was observed.

Up to this point, the strain partition has been examin
only during the lateral expansion of elastic layers. To de
onstrate the full capability of strain engineering using t
viscous BPSG film, the lateral shrinkage of elastic lay
during the stress balance process was also examined.
third experiment, 30mm square islands of 30 nm Si0.7Ge0.3

on BPSG were first almost fully relaxed at 800 °C. A 30 n
Si layer was commensurately and selectively deposited
the relaxed Si0.7Ge0.3 islands by RT-CVD~Fig. 4 inset!. The
measured tensile strain in the Si layer was about 1.1%
expected for pseudomorphic epitaxial Si on relax
Si0.7Ge0.3. This structure was annealed for 1 h at 800 °C in
nitrogen to reach equilibrium~Fig. 4!. Again, the stress bal
ance accurately predicts the final strains.

Note that in all three cases described so far, the Si0.7Ge0.3

thicknesses were above the critical thickness not only fo
single thin film on a bulk Si substrate~;8 nm!, but also for
that predicted in a free-standing Si/Si0.7Ge0.3 bilayer ~maxi-
mum critical thickness;16 nm for Si thickness.16 nm in
Ref. 12!. Thus, dislocations might have been expected
thermodynamic considerations. The fact that the two lay
relaxed together in all cases emphasizes the compliant na
of the substrate and that the strain in layers relaxes m

at

TABLE I. Mechanical propertiesa of Si and Si0.7Ge0.3 ~linearly interpolated
between Si and Ge!.

E(Si0.7Ge0.3)
(1010 N/m2)

E(Si)
(1010 N/m2) n(Si0.7Ge0.3) n~Si!

12.2 13.0 0.28 0.28

aSee Ref. 21.
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quickly through lateral expansion or contraction enabled
the viscous flow of the compliant substrate than through
location formation.

Finally, we show the stress balance with a deposi
amorphous oxide layer, instead of epitaxial, crystalline l
ers. A SiO2 layer was deposited on a compressively strain
30 nm Si0.7Ge0.3 layer on BPSG by plasma-enhanced chem
cal vapor deposition~PECVD! at 250 °C. The SiO2 /SiGe
stack was patterned to 30mm square islands and was the
annealed at 800 °C for 2 h to reach an equilibrium state~Fig.
5 inset!. Due to the difficulty in measuring the strain in th
oxide layer on a small island, only the strain in SiGe lay
was measured~Fig. 5!. It is observed that thicker oxide
impede the relaxation of the SiGe. The data were mode
assuming the stress balance. This gives rise to the da
line in Fig. 5 with a single fitting parameter ofEoxide/1
2noxide chosen for best fit (8.531010 N/m2), because this
ratio varies in SiO2 . Again, good agreement with the stre
balance was observed, implying the SiGe relaxed o
through lateral expansion and not via dislocations.

In summary, we have confirmed coherent interfaces
strain partitioning in Si/SiGe and SiO2 /SiGe on viscous
BPSG films. Governed by the stress balance, the layers

FIG. 3. Biaxial strains of 30 nm Si0.7Ge0.3 and Si at the center of a
30mm330mm island as a function of Si thickness after anneals at 800
to reach equilibrium. Open symbols are experimental data. Lines are c
lation of stress balance based on the elastic parameters in Table I.

FIG. 4. Biaxial strain of Si0.7Ge0.3 and Si at the center of an initially relaxe
30mm330mm Si0.7Ge0.3 island before and after an anneal. Open symb
are experimental data and dotted lines are calculation of stress balanc
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either shrink or expand on the viscous BPSG to minimize
strain energy. The formation of dislocations is unnecessar
this process. Thus, the viscous films, such as a BPSG fi
are a promising compliant substrate for defect-free strain
gineering of lattice-mismatched films.
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